In 1784, the new manager of the Archive of the College of Foreign Affairs Nikolai Nikolaevich Bantysh-Kamenskii (1737-1814) started to collect portraits of the heads of the College of Foreign Affairs and Posol'skii prikaz, which preceded it, in the Archive. During the period he administrated the Archive (until 1814), the gallery was replenished with the portraits of almost all the heads of Russian foreign politicschancellors and vice-chancellorsand placed in the Archive's chambers. By 1830 it kept 22 portraits of the higher officials who ruled the foreign affairs of Russia. The gallery does not exist any longer. Some portraits that survived the troubles of 1812 and 1917 were placed in the central Soviet museums in the 1920s, partly they were lost.
My idea is to reconstruct the background of the portrait gallery of the Archive of Foreign College in Moscow in the late 18 thearly 19 th century bringing into consideration the "shaping potential" of visual language. Placed in the departmental archive, the portraits of the heads of the College shaped social space where the Archive's officials implemented their career strategies claiming to join the ranks of the higher imperial bureaucracy.
In search of its background and impact of this previously absolutely hidden collection, I hope to gain the insights offered by three up-to-date fields of study: 1) visual studies:
The means of "presence in absentia" -emperors' portraits and statueshad been used in Ancient Rome. In the ancient or medieval culture, images ensured the ubiquity of the virtual presence of power under lacking of modern bureaucracy or mass-media 2 . Visuality is a specific feature of Russian culture of the 18 th century and a key to understand its value system, as Marcus Levitt emphasizes. The visual and visibility played a crucial role in shaping Russian selfawareness of the beginning of the new time. To his opinion, visuality was not imported from the West, but organically rooted in Orthodox culture and theology. On the other hand, early modern political imagination itself was iconic: the images of sovereigns claimed more or less to convey the individual image of a ruler, but in the first place they purported to convey his /her special quality as a ruler. It went back to the ancient idea of the presence of the person depicted in his image. Especially the Roman model contributed to the formation of political visibility in Russia 3 .
Images do not exist on their owns, and do not live their own separate lives: their production, application and perception is carried out by people endowed with qualities and properties. Therefore, the social, economic and psychological context is inherent in any symbolic practice. Imaginative systems do not bear unambiguously interpreted meanings, but they are a field of struggle and compromise for assigning them particular meanings. As an example, Mikhail Boitsov draws the fact of replenishing of the Roman Empire with statues and other images of the ruling emperors. He suggests that in this way, it presupposed centralized rule, developed economy, and effective communications 4 .
2) historical anthropology: I consider the Archive and its officials to be actors and not only as the custodians of the outdated documents. The social history of archives concerns itself with studying the impact of organized record-keeping on mental frameworks, basic expectations and the daily social practices 5 . As the records preserved and generated in archives attest, the officials had a vested interest in perpetuating of their entrepreneurship and the economy of corruption. The archive itself became a source of writing the history of its keepers. Far from neutral and impersonal texts, administrative records were a forum within which officials engaged in a form of 'creative writing', amending and fabricating the history of the institutions for which they worked 6 .
Contemporaries had a complex and multifaceted understanding of written records, using and preserving them not only for their original function, but also to serve very different purposes.
Manuscripts were not designed to prove a point, but proceeded from the pre-established assumptions shared by the author and his audience 7 .
3) space studies: they presume that every society produces its own social space. Henri Lefebvre in his book La Production de l'espace (1974) argues that the space is a social product. It contains, inter alia, social relations of production which is a hierarchy of social functions and the relationships of power. The representations of social relationships are implemented in the space through buildings, monuments, and pieces of art. The space practice coexists both with the representation of space and the space of representation. Representations of space are connected to the relations of production, to the order established by them, and to the knowledge, codes and "direct" relations. The spaces of representation suggest a complicated system of symbols that has to do both with the concealed side of social life and with the art which Lefebvre defined as a code of the spaces of representation 8 . The social space emerges from the relationships and 5 interconnections between artifacts and living beings. Space is a relative arrangement of social objects and people in places, where a place is a location specifically nameable and usually marked geographically. On the contrary, space is constituted only by the arrangement of social goods and people in places. In this scheme, a human being is a fundamental part of the space concept. On the one hand, s/he is physically present in space and thus is an element of the arrangement of things and living beings. On the other hand, the linking of objects placed in space is bound to human action called spacing: the arrangement, or the active placement of social goods and people in specific places, as well as the mental synthesis of spaces in human imagination, perception, and memory 9 .
In these terms, arranging the gallery exactly in the Archive of the Foreign College Bantysh-Kamenskii fashioned its space in the specific way which symbolically linked it to the College and to its activities. The College of Foreign Affairs was the 'first' among 12 colleges since Peter I's reign, and the status of the leader of foreign Affairs was not as ordinary as that of other colleges. In the second half of the 17 th century, the heads of its predecessor Posol'skii Prikaz ("ambassadorial department") were selected from the persons especially close to the tsar.
Since 1667, they bore a special title of the keeper of the 'Great tsar seal'. Having appeared in ca. Constructed like a dialogue of the dead monarchs, it connected the images one with another through their interplay. By this means, she was seeking to legitimize her status and her position in the state but it also arises the question of an interconnection between spatial and textual interpretations 41 .
I revealed that the Archive's gallery was supplied with a similar text in the same fashion. According to the date of dedication to the emperor Alexander I, it was completed in 1816, but two out three copies are later ones (ca. 1820s). The Biographies contain eleven biographies of the heads of the Posol'skii prikaz, chancellors and vice-chancellors of the Russian empire beginning with Afanasii Ordin-Nashchokin (1667) and ending with Mikhail Vorontsov, who formally remained Chancellor until his death in 1767, but was in fact suspended soon after the coup d'état of 1762. The biographical texts, constructed as separate stories, contain biographical details of a person as well as his accomplishments, services, and awards. The author usually commented if the statesman was lucky and managed to obtain "happiness", that is fortune, and to retain it during his career. Every biography was provided with an ink drawing portrait, copied from or made after a painted oil portrait of the person. The composition of the writing reproduced the Archival gallery as it was collected by Bantysh-Kamenskii in 1784. Even Shafirov, whose portrait was not acquired by him, deserved a biography which took its rightful place among others. It was provided with a drawing made after his lost 18 th century portrait that was reproduced in oil in the 19 th century and acquired in an unknown way by the Archive. The phototypic picture in the catalogue reproduces the 19 th century copy of the portrait 43 .
Evidently, Malinovskii realized an idea to connect images with the text like in the The visit of Joseph II in 1780 looks like a key impact both for Bantysh-Kamenskii to create the gallery and to shape Malinovskii's aspirations. He wanted to belong to the "diplomatic service" and thus to assume a part of the College's influence and power. Before the Archive's "meta-history" was conceived, Malinovskii intended to emphasize his career trajectory in the chapter Annual News … of the Archive. Soon after the first ten portraits were located in the archival chambers, he started to create the "written gallery"the Biographies of those whose portraits were located in the Archive (1790s). Later, both writings became connected through the larger manuscript -Excerpt on the regulations of the former Posol'skii prikaz…, the metahistory of the Archive, compiled in the next decade. It tied together the Archive and its officials with the College as an institution, and with the statesmenthe heads of the Prikaz, chancellors and vice-chancellors, or heads of the College, the bureaucrats most close to the tsars.
The historians who analyze record-keeping and status of the archive-keepers in Early modern European countries emphasize that the historicism's (positivistic) distinction between "administrative" and "narrative" sources is anything but dead for this period. As contemporaries understood the social potential of extant records, they did not hesitate to use texts with administrative or legal formats when they composed narratives about self and status. The use of records for social purposes was common in the early modern era, and inclusion of records and self-authored personal writings often proceeded from very different assumptions 59 . The way in which those records were put to new uses proceeded from social reasons. In the case of Malinovskii, the diplomatic and administrative archival records gave rise to a narrative about the institutionthe College itself, and the archival officials who ensured its activities. The way
Malinovskii used the records was aimed at promoting himself, having arisen from the ideology of the service hierarchy and bureaucratic community he was striving to belong to. He viewed this collective image every day in the archival chambers since mid-1780s; probably, it were the portraits he appealed to when writing the archival chronicle and composing Biographies. 
